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Chapter 1

Introduction

This is a sample document testing the \texttt{glossaries-extra} package.
Chapter 2

General Entries

Sample entries: duck and parrot.

Test makeindex’s special characters: @ (actual) " (escape) ! (level) and | (encap).
Chapter 3

Abbreviations

First use: hypertext markup language (HTML) and extensible markup language (XML).
Next use: HTML and XML.
Uses some entries again: duck and parrot.
Glossary

*Numbers refer to the chapter where the entry was referenced.*

! makeindex’s default for the “level value”. 2

" makeindex’s default for the “escape value”. 2

@ makeindex’s default for the “actual value”. 2

| makeindex’s default for the “encap value”. 2

**Duck** a waterbird with webbed feet. 2, 3

**Parrot** mainly tropical bird with bright plumage. 2, 3
List of Abbreviations

*Numbers refer to the chapter where the entry was referenced.*

**HTML** hypertext markup language. 3

**XML** extensible markup language. 3
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